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divided up into nations, you go on from Armageddon to
Armageddon—from Deluge of blood to Deluge; from Wall
to Wall. I should have thought that even a Technocrat
would see that it did not pay and that to no Dreiser could it
present even the shadow of a Problem.
The Deluge, then, may have been caused by the meltings
of the last glaciers of the last Ice Age; or it may very well
have been the symbol employed by the inspired Scriptural
writer to imply a deluge of blood, a near wiping out of
humanity. After that the remnants of mankind may well
have learned—as slowly we are learning to-day—that
slaughter as a means of enrichment does not pay.
That the Deluge or the Massacre were fairly universal and
not a little local flood affecting merely the fortunes of the
tribes of Israel or a little affair of spears between Jews or
Amalekites, we may take fairly for granted. The echoes of
floods and massacres that come down to us through the
million-year corridors of Time are too widespread for this
not to have been the case. You have legends of men escaping
from floods amongst the ana of every race; from the canoes
of the Malays and the Red Indians to the Chinese junk,
that must singularly have resembled the Ark, and the water-
stories of the Romanies.
The pre-Babel Age of the sons of Noah we may, for our
own convenience, take to have been the era called Golden.
The Sons—whom we may take as representing all humanity
that survived—were shaken by the cataclysms of blood and
water into a determination to live godly in the future under
skies of the utmost possible amenity, on soil of the most
fertile, beside rivers yielding the largest catches of fish or
on the shores of the calmest seas. This you could do with
ease and without friction in days when the population of this
planet was reduced to a few handfuls.

